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	YOUR COMPANY: YOUR COMPANY
	multi-channel: MULTI-CHANNEL
	marketing: MARKETING 
	1 Platform: 1 Platform. 5 Channels. 100% Reach.
	social: SOCIAL  
	your company 2: Marketing is constantly evolving to fit the on-the-go, digital lifestyles of today’s audience. Businesses are on the lookout for creative and attention-grabbing marketing strategies for better reach, visibility, and sales.[Your Company] combines mobile text, email, chat, voice broadcast, and social media with a robust list of features to help boost your marketing success. 
	chat: CHAT  
	voice: VOICE  
	mobile: MOBILE TEXT
	email: EMAIL 
	reach: Reach Everyone.  
	save: Save Time & Money.  
	dedicated: Dedicated Support.  
	Text2: Delivering messages through preferred channels maximizes reach and boosts open and response rates. 
	Text3: Spare yourself the hassle of finding, learning, managing, and paying for 5 separate marketing applications. 
	Text4: Get live customer support 7-days a week. Free training is also available along with tutorial videos for your reference. 
	p1: Mobile Features
	tt1: Mobile Keywords  
	tt4: Text-to-Screen  
	t1: Create a unique keyword to be sent to a short code and enable various functions from opting-in to a database, to delivering deals and alerts.
	t4: Encourage audience interaction at events by enabling people to post messages on a big screen.
	tt5: Appointment Reminders 
	tt2: MMS  
	t5: Minimized missed appointments by delivering a quick SMS notification reminder. 
	t2: Send more than just words by delivering a short video clip, a picture, a sound bite, and more.
	tt6: Loyalty Program  
	tt3: Mobile Voting  
	t6: Reward your customers for their business with bonus points and incentives. 
	t3: Captures votes and mobile numbers with a simple text.
	p2: Social Features
	tt7: Facebook Like-Gating 
	tt9: Multi-Channel Voting 
	t7: Give your audience an incentive to Like you by providing a preview of exclusive deals and news they can see only after Liking your fanpage.
	t9: Gather opinions and boost audience engagement through surveys to an extended audience on Facebook, mobile, or both.
	tt8: Facebook Tab Editor  
	tt10: Facebook Coupons 
	t8: Easily add and customize tabs for your Facebook page, or instantly create them using our templates.
	t10: Boost Facebook Likes and traffic by offering coupons conveniently from your Facebook tab.
	p3: Email Features
	tt11: Email HTML Editor  
	tt13: Campaign Reports  
	t11: Design your business emails to fit your brand or select from our library of designed templates.
	t13: View useful stats from your email campaigns such as delivery, open, bounce, and opt-out rates.
	tt12: Email Scheduler 
	tt14: Spam Filter  
	t12: Schedule campaigns in advance  and emails delivered automatically on future dates.
	t14: Minimize chances of your email being marked as spam by having your email content quickly analyzed.
	p4: Other Major Channels and Features
	tt15: Voice Broadcast  
	tt17: Online Sign-up Pages (OSP)  
	t15: Add a little personality to your messages with a voice broadcast.
	t17: Collect names, numbers, email addresses and more from an online form and store them into your database.
	tt16: Chat Marketing  
	tt18: Developer API 
	t16: Use a generous amount of character space to get your message instantly and directly sent to your audience.
	t18: Incorporate Trumpia messaging capabilities into your own application.
	text5: For more information, please  
	text6: Contact us at  
	PHONE NUMBER: 1-888-888-8888
	text7: Visit  
	WEBSITE ADDRESS: WWW.YOURCOMPANY.COM


